
H.A.N.D. Alcohol Awareness Session 
6-8pm 

 
6pm Introductions  

 To the trainers (who and background) 

 To the session (why we’re here, what will be covered, aims - flipchart) 

 Ground rules (flipchart) 

 To the participants (who, how old, why they’re here – what they got a ban for; 

why they chose to attend) 

 

6.10pm Attitudes and General Knowledge 

 Attitude Line 

‘Where do you stand’ (read out a handful of relevant and appropriate statements 

aiming to explore attitudes towards alcohol/binge drinking and ask participants to 

stand along the line according to whether they agree…disagree; group discussion) 

 Alcohol is a drug 

Alcohol is a strong drug; drugs don’t have to be illegal; anything that changes the 

way we think, feel or behave is a drug; addictive – physically and psychologically  

 I think I drink too much sometimes 

What makes us think that? How much is too much? Thing you’ve regretted most? 

More than friends or not? How difficult to draw the line? 

 I have tried to make changes to my drinking in the past 

What changes? Why? Did they work? Did they last? do you want to make changes 

now? Why? 

 I think my ban was fair enough 

Why or why not? Got off lightly or punished too much? Does a ban make a 

difference? How would you handle nighttime disorder? Who’s responsibility is your 

behaviour?  

 

6.20pm Units, Benchmarks and Binging  

 Trainer to lay out ‘unit line’ on floor 

 What is a unit? Discuss, show pre-prepared flipchart, discuss and check 

understanding 

Use ‘empties’ / pictures of ‘combos’ to ask people to guess totals; get people 

used to adding rough units / looking at unit content printed on bottles 

 Get to work out how many on night out - roughly 

 Benchmarks: Guess then place ‘safe limit’ laminates for men and women on ‘unit 

line’ (why different for women?); emphasise cannot ‘save up’ units for the 

weekends; what do we think of safe drinking limits? 

 Binging: Discuss – what do we think of when we think of ‘binge drinking’? – 

brainstorm (incl. trainers) single words on post-its (3 each) and put on board – 

feed back (any common themes? Which are fun? So what are the positives? Why 

do people binge drink? Why do YOU binge drink?) 

 Guess and then place ‘binge’ laminates for men and women on ‘unit line’; 

emphasise small difference in between ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’ drinking; what do we 

think of binge limits? 

 The Sliding Scale from Sober to Dead 

Units might be hard to count up / keep an eye on but we’re all familiar with the 

progressive effects of alcohol – ‘trip down the pub’ role play exercise (walking 

along the ‘unit line’ with a participant exploring progressive effects and related 

behaviours; as going along try to identify where negatives begin to outweigh 

positives – use string to plot a curve; take them ‘as far as they’ve gone’ – likely 

to be ‘paralytic’ or ‘passed out’ and then emphasise that the only steps left are 

unconscious, coma, dead)not necessarily about becoming a nun and sticking to 

the ‘safe’ limits – about maximising positive and minimising negatives 

 

IF TIME Who has seen someone unconscious from overdoing it? How do you know 

they were unconscious? How can we tell (AVPU – alert, voice, pain, unconscious – 

pre-prepared flipchart)? What should we do (first aid advice)? – do on the board 

 



6.50pm Break – 10mins 

 

7pm The Effects 

 Body Damage 

 Use pre-prepared pictorial body map to identify and explore short and long term 

effects of alcohol on the body and mind (labelling the body with effects suggested 

– group work) 

 Use print outs of diseased and ok organs - laminate 

 

7.10pm The ’other’  Consequences  (extending consequential thinking and empathy) 

Split into two groups (incl. trainer in each). One group make a list of the other 

short and long term potential (non-health) consequences for ‘the individual’ – 

think of people you know, what has their drinking cost them?; the other a list of 

short and long term potential (non-health) consequences for the community / 

society. Share the lists, discuss,  

IF TIME - Make it personal – anyone willing to talk us through the consequences 

they and others have faced due to their own drinking behaviour? If not go 

through lists just made and explore ‘which of these have happened to us’  - stand 

up (incl. trainers if appropriate). Anyone been on the receiving end (ie has 

suffered as a consequence of someone else’s drinking)? How many have thrown a 

punch? Been punched? Seen a mate punched? 

 Watch YouTube clip (need internet connectivity): ‘No one Deserves It’ 

(stepback&think 1min10) and discuss (how might it feel if this was your best 

mate / brother / son?) 

 

7.25pm The National and Local Picture 

Show pre-prepared flipchart of national and local pertinent facts and stats (incl. 

costs and figures for alcohol-related hospital admissions, crime etc etc) – read 

through and discuss  

Nationally – review & discuss national alcohol violence & health harms 

Locally – review & discuss local alcohol violence & health harms 

 

7.30pm Getting it Under Control 

 Strategies for positive change (harm reduction) – show pre-prepared flipchart of 

‘before, during and after’ harm reduction strategies from overdoing it sheet (incl. 

advice on mixing with drugs); talk through the strategies – are there any on the 

list that they might have a go at? Pick three and put a reminder on your phone 

for Friday night! 

 ‘Not just the alcohol’ – pre prep flipchart context exercise (3 interlocking circles 

on flipchart labelled drug, individual, setting and brainstorm variables in these 

categories that contribute to overall outcomes) – can you spot your own ‘problem 

areas?’  

 Recap – learned a bit about alcohol and it’s effects but what’s more important is 

taking the time to think through the consequences (self and others), know where 

to draw your line (string graph), identifying strategies to help you stay in control 

and knowing what other factors contribute to a negative outcome 

 

7.45pm The ‘Take Away’ 

 Any questions before we finish? 

 Has today been useful? What has been most useful? What was the main thing 

you’ve learned from today? Will anything we’ve covered today change how you 

drink in the future? Do you feel like your ban should be lifted – make your case! 

Etc 

 Give handouts PACK: ‘Overdoing It’ ZigZag handout; ‘Take Back the Power – 

strategies for change’ ZigZag handout); info about local support services and 

useful websites etc; free condoms;  

 

7.50pm Final clip  

Before we go …. (need internet): ‘Street Dares’ (knowyourlimits2 1min22) 

 
 


